There are reports of patients whose epileptic seizures are prevented by means of olfactory stimulation. Similar findings were described in animal models of epilepsy, such as the electrical kindling of amygdala, where olfactory stimulation with toluene (TOL) suppressed seizures in most rats, even when the stimuli were 20% above the threshold to evoke seizures in already kindled animals. The Wistar Audiogenic Rat (WAR) strain is a model of tonic-clonic seizures induced by acute acoustic stimulation, although it also expresses limbic seizures when repeated acoustic stimulation occurs -a process known as audiogenic kindling (AK). The aim of this study was to evaluate whether or not the olfactory stimulation with TOL would interfere on the behavioral expression of brainstem (acute) and limbic (chronic) seizures in the WAR strain. For this, animals were exposed to TOL or saline (SAL) and subsequently exposed to acoustic stimulation in two conditions that generated: I) acute audiogenic seizures (only one acoustic stimulus, without previous seizure experience before of the odor test) and II) after AK (20 acoustic stimuli [2 daily] before of the protocol test). We observed a decrease in the seizure severity index of animals exposed only to TOL in both conditions, with TOL presented 20 s before the acoustic stimulation in both protocols. These findings were confirmed by behavioral sequential analysis (neuroethology), which clearly indicated an exacerbation of clusters of specific behaviors such as exploration and grooming (self-cleaning), as well as significant decrease in the expression of brainstem and limbic seizures in response to TOL. Thus, these data demonstrate that TOL, a strong olfactory stimulus, has anticonvulsant properties, detected by the decrease of acute and AK seizures in WARs.
Introduction
Epilepsy is a chronic neurological disease characterized by the presence of any of the following conditions: (1) at least two unprovoked seizures (or reflex) occurring in N 24 h apart; (2) one unprovoked seizure (or reflex) with probability (at least 60%) of occurrence of further similar seizures in the next 10 years; or (3) in case of diagnosis of an epilepsy syndrome [1] . Seizures are characterized by abnormal excessive activity and/or synchrony of brain neurons [2] [3] [4] [5] , normally self-limited [5] .
According to the World Health Organization, the epilepsies affect approximately 50 million people worldwide [6] , representing 1-2% of the world population [3, 7, 8] ; being the Temporal Lobe Epilepsy (TLE) as the most common epilepsy syndrome in adults [8] [9] [10] . Its occurrence is preceded by an early life insult followed by a latent period, when seizures are not usual, but changes occur in the structure and physiology of the brain that predispose to development of subsequent seizures [3, 11] .
Pharmacological and surgical treatments represent an important therapeutic option for seizure control by preventing seizure recurrence [8, 12] , reversing motor and cognitive consequences, and enhancing quality of life [8] . Among 20-40% of individuals with TLE are resistant to current pharmacological treatments [6, [13] [14] [15] [16] , and an important part of these is noneligible for surgery [17] [18] [19] . Although much has been made toward the improvement of epilepsy diagnosis and treatment, the proportion of patients with refractory seizures (those unresponsive to medical therapy), in addition to the magnitude of the negative socioeconomic impact of the epilepsies, evidences the need of a strongly integrated basic and clinical research to develop new therapies [12] .
The involvement of olfactory structures with TLE is known for quite some time [20, 21] . Some studies have shown that olfactory sensations could indicate the paroxystic seizure onset in patients with TLE, a symptom described as aura [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] , and that the peripheral sensory stimulation, such as an olfactory stimulus is able to modulate those seizures: suppressing or inhibiting [9, 10, 20, [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] or even inducing them, such as in the reflex epilepsies [29, [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] .
In a landmark report, Efron [28] described that the olfactory stimulation was able to prevent the occurrence of seizures in a patient with epilepsy, producing satisfactory results even when the same patient with an aura of strong olfactory odor (jasmin) conditioned herself to that odor, in such a way that the simple evocation of the olfactory memory was able to prevent her seizure expression [28] . In that scenario, other alternative treatment for seizure control is the use of volatile plant oils, including essential oils [26, 30] known as aromatherapy, which has been used to help people who have symptoms suggestive of early seizures (the auras) [26] . The use of certain essential oils can reduce the seizure occurrence or its severity, while others may trigger seizures [9, 10] . Moreover, in India and eastern countries, it is described since ancient times-the exotic seizure control using the "shoe-smell" [9, 10] as first aid technique, for example, in an emergency situation in the street, to block seizures.
In the electrical kindling of the amygdala, an animal model of TLE, Ebert & Löscher [37] showed that the exposure to olfactory stimulation for 15 s with toluene (TOL) suppressed seizures in most rats, even with electrical stimulation 20% above of the threshold. In other experimental models induced by pentylenetetrazol (PTZ) (200 mg/kg, in mice), the pretreatment with TOL by intraperitoneal injection prevented the occurrence of tonic extension phase and increased the latency to seizure onset depending on the dose. Moreover, TOL inhalation (2 h before injection of PTZ and 0 to 4 h after injection) in subconvulsant concentrations prevented the death of the animals after PTZ injection (110 mg/kg). In fact, in mice, PTZ induced convulsions characterized by the following behaviors: straub tail, clonus, tonic hindlimb extension, and death [32] . Thus, the effects of acute exposure to TOL can change the susceptibility to seizures depending particularly on the dose, as assessed in other models such as electroshock [43] , seizures produced by N-Methyl-D-Aspartate (NMDA) [25] or those induced by manipulations of different ligand-gated ion channels [44] . In general, lower doses of TOL may protect against seizure events, while higher doses are known to induce convulsive effects [43] .
In this context, it is essential to (A) validate the effectiveness of TOL in the therapeutic response (anticonvulsant substance) at least in other animal models of epilepsy, (B) establish parameters for administration, (C) provide insight "tools" for preclinical research to facilitate the development of new therapies, especially for those patients whose seizures are refractory or resistant, and (D) stimulate discussion between the scientific and pharmaceutical communities in order to promote the research on the anticonvulsant action mechanisms of this compound. In fact, more than the TOL molecule itself, the use of the olfactory stimulation (odor therapy) to modulate or even block seizures is an important issue to be understood, as a potential anticonvulsant and antiepileptogenic mechanism.
The induction of seizures with genetic animal models of reflex epilepsy to evaluate new antiepileptic drugs is a strategy widely used [45] . The Wistar Audiogenic Rat (WAR) [46, 47] is an audiogenic reflex epilepsy animal model, derived from inbreeding of genetically selected rats susceptible to audiogenic seizures. In this strain, the acute high intensity acoustic stimulation induces brainstem-dependent seizures which are behaviorally expressed by running in circles, jumping, atonic falling (wild running (WR)), and Tonic-Clonic Convulsion (TCV) with both activation of the inferior and superior colliculus [46, [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] . Beyond that, with repeated acoustic stimuli (audiogenic kindling (AK)), these animals present brainstem seizures, but there is also recruitment of new circuits over time with the presence of limbic seizures [47, 51, [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] behaviorally expressed by facial automatisms and myoclonic spasms of head, fore-, and hind legs, in addition to rearing and falling. So, the WAR strain is an important experimental model with predisposition to two modalities of seizures, representing an important advantage in the study of the neurobiology of epilepsies, particularly to test potential therapies, such as the response to an olfactory stimulus, in this case of TOL.
Considering the evidence from the literature about the control or blockade of seizures by olfactory stimulation, in patients and rodents, we, thus, aimed to evaluate whether or not the olfactory stimulation with TOL would interfere on the behavioral expression of brainstem (acute) and limbic (chronic) seizures in the WAR strain.
Methods

Ethics statement
All the experimental protocols of this study were carried out according to the recommendations for animal experimentation of the Brazilian Society for Neuroscience and Behavior that are based on international guidelines on the ethical use of animals, from the Society for Neuroscience. The experimental protocols were approved by the Ethics Committee in Animal Research of Ribeirão Preto School of Medicine, University of São Paulo (Protocol: 172/2010). All efforts were made to minimize the suffering of the animals.
Animals
Male WARs (n = 70), weighing 250-350 g, were bred and maintained at the Vivarium of the Physiology Department of the Ribeirão Preto School of Medicine. The animals were kept in controlled temperature (23 ± 2°C) on light/dark cycle of 12/12 h (light on at 7 a.m. and light off at 7 p.m.), with access to food and water ad libitum and stored in polyethylene cages with chrome iron cover (40.5 × 33.5 × 21 cm) in groups of up to 6 rats per cage. After the experimental procedures (described below), the rats were euthanized.
Protocol 1: TOL effect on acute audiogenic seizures
Male WARs (n = 35) were exposed for 15 s to 0.9% saline (SAL) or TOL. Another group (n = 12) of WARs was only exposed to the odorants [groups: SAL (n = 6) and TOL (n = 6)], to identify and evaluate their behavior. The other 23 animals were exposed to SAL or TOL and, 20 s later, were submitted to acoustic stimulation (see item: 2,6 [groups: SAL-SOUND (n = 10) and TOL-SOUND (n = 13)]).
Protocol 2: TOL effect in AK
Thirty-five male WARs underwent the AK (see item: 2.7). Before the 21st acoustic stimulation, each rat inhaled 0.9% SAL, for 15 s (group: SAL-AK 60, n = 6) or TOL, and the acoustic stimulation was performed 20 s or 60 s after TOL exposure (groups: TOL-AK 20, n = 9 and TOL-AK 60, n = 9). Therefore, only the 24 animals that displayed limbic seizures during the AK were tested on the 21st stimulation.
Olfactory exposure
For olfactory stimulation, we followed the protocol by Ebert & Löscher [31] . Briefly, a cotton piece soaked in TOL (100%, C7H8, molecular weight 92.14 -Merck Chemical Industry, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil) or 0.9% SAL was placed into a glass chamber (volume = 338.4 cm 3 ). This chamber remained capped for about 5 min, and one of the experimenters opened it and kept the animals with the snout near (less than 5 cm) the soaked cotton for 15 s. Then, each rat was taken to the acoustic stimulation chamber and the transfer between environments lasted 20 s to all protocols.
TOL
Toluene (Methylbenzene; Toluol; Benzene, methyl-; 108-88-3; Phenylmethane), with the molecular formula C 6 H 5 CH 3 or C 7 H 8 , is a volatile aromatic hydrocarbon. It has the following characteristics: it is a colorless liquid, water-insoluble with the typical smell related to paint thinners, irritant, and highly flammable. This chemical compound is mainly used as precursor to other chemical products in the industry and as solvent [61] .
Acoustic stimuli
In order to acoustically stimulate the animals, they were placed individually into a cylindrical acrylic chamber (30 cm diameter × 32 cm height), located inside an acoustic isolated wood box with a glass window in the front which allows the observation and recording. There was a small speaker (tweeter) on top of the acrylic chamber connected to an amplifier and a computer that was triggered manually in order to play a 5000 to 20,000 Hz sound with an intensity of 116-120 dB.
All animals were subjected to the acoustic stimulus by 1 min or until the TCV [51, 53, 54, 60] .
AK
This protocol consists in 20 acoustic stimuli applied twice a day during 10 consecutive days [47, 53, 54] , between 08:00-09:00 a.m. and 04:00-05:00 p.m. The parameters used for stimulation are similar to those described for acute audiogenic seizures (see Section 2.6 above).
Behavioral analysis
Filming was carried out throughout the period in which the animals were inside the sound stimulation chamber in order to allow the behavioral analysis.
Seizures were classified according to seizure severity indexes: tonicclonic seizures by the Categorized Brainstem Severity Index (cSI) (1-8) [57, 62] and limbic seizures by the Racine scale modified by Pinel & Rovner [63, 64] (limbic index (LI): 1-8). Table 1 .
The statistical analysis associated with neuroethology (flowcharts) provides frequency, mean duration of each behavior, and statistical interaction between behavioral pairs (dyads) [65] . After the analysis, behaviors were graphically represented using the program Power Point 2010 (Microsoft), in the form of flowcharts. The flowcharts were built for the sum of similar periods, indicating behaviors (frequency and duration), behavioral sequence, and interactions (when they occurred), using a calibration pattern represented in Fig. 3A . Rectangle and ellipse colors help to identify groups of behavioral categories (clusters) and were used only for behavioral clusters illustration and esthetic purposes. Behaviors were mutually exclusive; that is, each moment corresponded to only one behavior. Behaviors and their temporal sequence were recorded according to a Behavioral Glossary (Supplementary Table 1) 2 .
For Protocol 1, the neuroethological analysis was performed for two periods: 1 -SOUND: during the sound stimulus, and 2 -POST: 01 min after-sound stimulation (the so-called postictal period). The animals of Protocol 1 were not subjected to recording of the PRE period because after the olfactory exposure, the animals were transferred immediately to the stimulation chamber and the sound was played (see Fig. 1 ).
For Protocol 2, the duration of the periods analyzed was different according to the groups. For SAL-AK 60 and TOL-AK 60, groups were analyzed for the following periods: 1 -PRE: 40 s before sound, 2 -SOUND: during the sound stimulus, and 3 -POST: 01 min after-sound stimulation (the so-called postictal period). In the TOL-AK 20 group, the PRE period was recorded but it lasted 05 s, while the SOUND and POST periods were recorded similarly to the other groups (see Fig. 1 ).
Statistical analysis
Critical seizure behaviors were quantified using the WR and TCV latencies. These analyses were performed as previously described by Garcia-Cairasco et al. [57] . Seizure severity was quantified through the already mentioned cSI [62] and LI [64] . The statistical analysis of those behavioral data was done with the Mann-Whitney test.
Data from olfactory stimulation with TOL after AK were analyzed comparing the cSI and the LI corresponding to 21st stimulus, with each previous stimulus applied during the AK, using Repeated Measures ANOVA with Dunnett's Multiple Comparison Test. In addition to the treatment, the effects of AK development for the different groups were considered during analysis.
All these data were shown as means ± standard error of the mean (± SEM). Analysis and figures were performed with GraphPad Prism version 5.0. Significance level was set at p b 0.05.
Neuroethological statistical analysis was applied to detect frequency, duration, and strength of statistical association between pairs of behaviors (dyadic interaction) calculated by a chi-square test (χ2). The interactions were considered significant if χ2 ≥ 3.84, log χ2 ≥ 0.25; p b 0.05 [65] .
Results
Protocol 1: TOL effect on acute audiogenic seizures
As explained in the Methods (Section 2.3), of the 35 animals, some received only the olfactory stimulation with SAL (n = 6, SAL-NS group) or with TOL (n = 6, TOL-NS group) without the subsequent acoustic stimulation (NS). Additionally, the remaining animals were exposed to a single acoustic stimulus after olfactory stimulation (SAL-SOUND group, n = 10 or TOL-SOUND group, n = 13). Categorized Brainstem Severity Index (cSI) Rossetti et al. [62] Limbic index (LI) or Racine scale [65] modified by Pinel & Rovner [64] The SAL and TOL-NS groups presented exploratory and grooming behaviors ( Fig. 3B and C) that will be explained in detail during the neuroethological analysis.
In SAL-SOUND group, 10 out of 10 animals (100%) presented seizures with the cSI varying from 3 to 7, moreover only 1 out of 10 rats (10%) did not evolve to tonic convulsion (cSI b 4). In the TOL-SOUND group, 6 out of 13 rats (46.15%) did not present seizures (cSI = 0). In the other 7 rats (53.84%), in which the seizures were observed, 4 (30.76%) of them did not present TCV (cSI b 4), and only 3 (23.07%) showed severe seizures (cSI b 7). Thus, the cSI of TOL-SOUND group was significantly lower than the SAL-SOUND (Mean of 6.100 and 1.923 to SAL-SOUND and TOL-SOUND groups, respectively, with SEM of ±0.4333 in the SAL-SOUND group and ±0.6146 in the TOL-SOUND group; p b 0.001; Mann Whitney test - Fig. 2A ), evidencing the complete blockade of seizures in almost half of the rats and also the pronounced suppression in seizure severity detected in the other animals of this first group. Fig. 2B illustrates the latency for the first WR. Note that the average latency for the WR is higher in the TOL-SOUND group, but without statistical significance when compared with SAL-SOUND group. Thus, TOL did not affect the latency for the first WR. Fig. 2C shows that, similar to WR, the latency for TCV was not statistically different when the SAL-SOUND and TOL-SOUND groups were compared, despite of the tendency for higher latency in the TOL-SOUND group.
Thus, despite of the tendency to increase of latencies for WR and TCV observed in the TOL-SOUND group, the main finding was the significant decrease of cSI (p b 0.0004) after TOL exposure, as a result of the blockade of seizures, as well as the seizure attenuation in these animals.
In Fig. 3 are the flowcharts representing the behaviors observed in the SAL-NS (3B) and TOL-NS (3C) groups. Since in this case, the acoustic stimulus was not present, these animals did not show any seizure behaviors. As expected, in the NO SOUND and POST periods, there were only exploratory behaviors (blue) with some statistical interactions. Interesting data observed in TOL-NS group are grooming behaviors involving the animals' face and forelimbs (GRH, LIC, GRF), which were present during the whole 2 periods (NO SOUND and SOUND), while in the SAL-NS group, those were detected only during NO SOUND period. Other findings were the pronounced interactions between these items in the NO SOUND period of SAL-NS group, as well as in the TOL-NS group, but in this case only in the POST period. Also in Fig. 3 , it is possible to verify the potential anticonvulsant effect of TOL (Fig. 3E ) during and after the sound (TOL-SOUND group), when compared with control (SAL-SOUND group) (Fig. 3D) expressed by increased number of exploratory behaviors (blue) and absence of limbic seizures (green) in TOL-SOUND group. Furthermore, this group also had more statistical interactions between the exploratory (blue) and WR behaviors (yellow) during SOUND, in relation to SAL-SOUND group.
In the post stimulation period (POST, Fig. 3 ), it is possible to notice in the TOL-SOUND group (Fig. 3E) an increase of exploratory and grooming (self-cleaning) behaviors (blue), in addition to presence of wet dog shake behavior (WDS), added to significant increase in interactions between [72] . Each behavior is displayed as a rectangle, where the height corresponds to behavioral frequency, and the base, to behavioral mean duration. Statistical interactions between behavioral pairs (dyads) are proportional to the width of the arrows that link them. The colors used in the rectangles are designed to qualitatively identify categories or classes (clusters) of related behaviors. The color of the arrows is determined by the starting point of a dyad, therefore, any rectangle and its correspondent exiting (out) arrow must have the same color to facilitate the identification of the direction of the behavioral interactions. Behavioral sequences after Audiogenic Kindling (AK) are illustrated in other flowcharts with the sum of seizures from SAL-NS, TOL-NS, SAL-SOUND, and TOL-SOUND groups. In the second cell (middle), the SOUND period is 01 min (maximum) of acoustic stimulus or until the appearance of TCV. In the third cell (right), the POST period, also with duration of 01 min after the sound, or until the appearance of TCV. them. In the SAL-SOUND group (Fig. 3D) , there was a pronounced expression of tonic behaviors (red), as well as statistical interactions between some of them, which were not observed in the TOL-SOUND group (Fig. 3E) .
As a pattern of seizure progress in the WAR strain, it is usual to observe tonic seizure (red) after the WR behaviors (yellow), usually followed by a generalized clonic seizure, without expressive statistical interactions between the WR items (yellow). Such pattern occurred in the SAL-SOUND group but not in the TOL-SOUND group. The last experimental group had an increase in number and statistical value of interactions between WR behaviors (yellow) during the SOUND, followed by lack of interactions (in fact a fragmented seizure pattern) between tonic-clonic behaviors (red) during the POST period. Therefore, there was a clear change in behavioral expression when TOL was used before sound, demonstrating the permanence in a repeating cycle of a group of behaviors, that usually only precedes the tonic behaviors (red) and this explains the occurrence of lower values in cSI in these animals.
Protocol 2: TOL effect in AK
The behavioral evolution during AK in the WAR strain is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. In accordance with previous observations [51,53-55, 57,60] , we verified in all groups that the WAR strain exposed to AK expresses even more severe seizures because of the presence of brainstem seizures and subsequent limbic seizures. Together, these results indicate a pattern of seizures propagation, with the recruitment of limbic structures by the brainstem network.
The cSI of the SAL-AK 60 group (n = 6) went from 2-7 in the 20th (6 out of 6 animals; 100%) to 2-7 in the 21st AK (5 out of 6 animals; 83.33%). So, the cSI of 21st AK was not lower than the previous AK indexes (p N 0.05; Fig. 4A ). There was no difference between stimuli during the AK development (p N 0.05; Fig. 4A ).
In contrast, it was possible to observe in the TOL-AK 20 group (n = 9), that the cSI varied from 2-8 at the 20th (9 out of 9 animals; 100%) to zero (6 out of 9 animals; 66.66%) or 2-3 (3 out of 9 animals; 33.33%) at the 21st AK. This finding shows a significant reduction in the cSI of the 21st AK compared with all previous cSI, except at the 5th, 16th, and 17th stimulus (Fig. 4B) , with significant differences between stimuli (**p b 0.01, Fig. 4B ).
While in TOL-AK 60 group (n = 9), the cSI went from 2-7 at the 20th (8 out of 9 animals; 88.88%) stimulus to 2-7 at the 21st AK (7 out of 9 animals; 77.77%), without differences between the 21st with the previous AK indexes (p N 0.05; Fig. 4C ), but with statistical differences between stimuli (*p b 0.05; Fig. 4C ).
The IL of the SAL-AK 60 group (n = 6) went from 2-3 at the 20th (3 out of 6 animals; 50%) to 2 at the 21st AK (3 out of 6 animals; 50%), without difference from 21st with the previous AK (p N 0.05; Fig. 4A ), but with difference between stimuli (*p b 0.05; Fig. 4A ).
The TOL-AK 20 group (n = 9) presented the IL in the 20th equals the 2-3 (6 out of 9 animals; 66.66%), and at the 21st AK, zero (7 out of 9 animals; 77.77%), with significant difference between the 21st and the 19th stimulus (*p b 0.05; Fig. 4B ), and also between stimuli (***p b 0.001; Fig. 4B ).
Meanwhile, in the TOL-AK 60 group (n = 9), the IL went from 2-4 in the 20th (6 out of 9 animals; 66.66%) to 2-3 at the 21st AK (6 out of 9 animals; 66.66%), without difference from 21st with the previous AK (p N 0.05; Fig. 4C ), but with difference between stimuli (***p b 0.001; Fig. 4C ).
In summary (and as previously described), during the periodic induction of audiogenic seizures in AK protocol, there was a gradual reduction in the cSI values with a concomitant increase in the LI, as shown by behavioral analysis. This decrease in the indexes was especially important for the cSI, when the TOL was presented 20 s before of the 21st stimulus.
In Fig. 5 are the flowcharts of the SAL-AK 60 group evidencing the behaviors (rectangles) and their statistical interactions (arrows) found during the 20th (Fig. 5A) and 21st (Fig. 5B) stimuli of the AK. At the PRE period, exploratory and grooming (self-cleaning) behaviors (blue) were predominant. During sound stimulation (SOUND), the exploratory behaviors (blue) continued, with appearance of WR behaviors (yellow) and limbic seizures (green). In the post-sound period (POST), it is possible to observe the presence of exploratory behaviors (blue), limbic seizures (green), and tonic-clonic behaviors (red). Fig. 5 represents the sum of the seizures from the TOL-AK 20 group in the 20th (Fig. 5C) and 21st (Fig. 5D) stimuli. During the 21st sound stimulation (SOUND), note the increase of the interactions (arrows) between exploratory behaviors (blue) and the presence of grooming (self-cleaning) behaviors (blue) with high interaction between them. In the postsound period (POST), also in the 21st stimulation, observe the absence of interactions between tonic behaviors (red) and limbic seizures (green) when compared with the 20th stimulus (Fig. 5C) .
The flowcharts from of TOL-AK 60 group illustrate the behavioral findings at the 20th (Fig. 5E ) and the 21st (Fig. 5F ) stimuli during the AK. It is possible to see at the 21st compared with 20th stimulus that during the sound stimulation (SOUND) there was an increase of interactions between exploratory behaviors (blue), with reduction of the limbic (green) and WR (yellow) behaviors, as well as the appearance of interactions between grooming (blue, self-cleaning) behaviors ( Fig. 5E and F) .
Toluene olfactory exposure after AK led to a decrease in cSI and also the changes in the pattern of behavioral expression of seizure, especially in TOL-AK 20 group, as described in detail in the flowcharts using the neuroethological approach ( Fig. 5C and D) . These changes include the exacerbation of exploratory (blue) and grooming (blue) in the presence of sound, and reduction of expression or interactions between WR behaviors (yellow); as well as in the limbic (green) and in the brainstem (tonic-clonic, red) seizures, in the sound and postsound periods.
Discussion
In the present study, there is strong evidence that the olfactory stimulation with TOL provoked changes in the behavioral expression of brainstem and limbic seizures in the WAR strain, by preventing them or significantly decreasing their severity.
At present, the neurophysiological mechanisms and the knowledge needed to understand epilepsy treatment with odorants are still unknown [29] . In that direction, our current findings add to the limited data of the literature which indicate that the olfactory stimulation modulates the epileptic activity, suppressing or inhibiting it [9, 10, 20, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] 43] .
Consistent with this, our initial hypothesis is that sensory stimulation could interfere in the synchronization typical of seizure activity, Fig. 4 . (A) Audiogenic Kindling (AK) development. In SAL-AK 60 group (n = 6): the cSI varied from 2 to 7 at the 20th (6/6 rats) to 2-7 (5/6) at the 21st AK, without statistically significant differences between the 21st stimulus and the AK indexes in previous stimuli (p N 0.05), and also without difference between stimuli (1st to 21st, p N 0.05). Limbic index values were different between stimuli (1st to 21st; *p b 0.05). (B) AK development in TOL-AK 20 group (n = 9): the cSI varied from 2 to 8 at the 20th stimulus (9/9) to 0 (6/9) or 2-3 (3/9) at the 21st stimulus of AK. The cSI at the 21st stimulus of AK was lower than all indexes at previous AK stimuli, except for to the 5th, 16th, and 17th stimuli (*p b 0.05; **p b 0.01; ***p b 0.001), with statistically significant differences between stimuli (1st to 21st, **p b 0.01). Limbic index was different between the 21st and 19th (*p b 0.05) and also between stimuli (1st to 21th; ***p b 0.001). (C) AK development in TOL-AK 60 group (n = 9): the cSI varied from 2 to 7 at the 20th (8/9) to 2-7 (7/9) at the 21st stimulus of AK, without statistically significant differences between the 21st stimulus with the previous stimuli AK indexes (p N 0.05), but with difference between stimuli for both cSI and LI (1st to 21th, *p b 0.05 and ***p b 0.001, respectively). Repeated Measures ANOVA; Dunnett's Multiple Comparison Test. hampering its ability to recruit (or propagate to) structures that transmit ictal alterations to other regions [10, 30, 31] . In this context, a recent study indicated that piriform cortex cells respond selectively to a great variety of odorants, among them was TOL [66] , suggesting that signal processing in the olfactory cortex for TOL [31, 67, 68] , can interfere with the activation of an ensemble of neurons that appear to be important for seizure mechanisms, resulting in discrete activation patterns which would explain its effect on decreasing seizure activity [31] and/or temporary blocking the progression of seizures to other olfactory and cortical networks, and vice versa [68] .
Thus, our initial explanation for the current data suggests that the communication between ictogenic structures can be important to networkwise synchronization and amplification of paroxysmal activity. In fact, different sensory modalities, for example: olfactory and auditory systems can activate different peripheral nerves and neural pathways that seem to converge to the same functional anatomical networks (e.g.: piriform cortex), resulting in some cases into ictogenic changes (creating proepileptic environment) or in others in nonictogenic changes (creating an antiepileptic environment, our current case) [69] .
Another explanation is based on the acute neural depressor effect of TOL [70] [71] [72] [73] , similar to barbiturates [73, 74] , alcohol [73] [74] [75] , and benzodiazepines [32, 73, 74] . In this sense, TOL would exert compensatory effects in the functional expression of important cellular proteins (voltage-gated and ligand-gated ion channels) that control neuronal excitability [75, 76] .
In addition to its anticonvulsant effects [25, 31, 32, 43, 44] , TOL also exerts antidepressant-like activity [83] , anxiolytic-like properties [32, [84] [85] [86] , and increase or decrease in locomotor activity at low and at high concentrations, respectively [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] . Toluene also can induce important adverse reactions such as: reduction of learning [86, 89, 90] , decreasing of short-and long-term memory [89, 90, 92, 93] , and alteration of nociception (dependent on the species) [25, 86, 89, 94] . Furthermore, TOL can cause motor incoordination [90, 92] and hypothermia [92, 95] .
It is well-described, as well, that irritative, harmful, and pungent odors such as TOL induce the activation of the trigeminal system [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] through chemoreceptors that reach the surface of the nasal epithelium and form synapses with the afferent trigeminal nerve fibers [102] . So, once TOL is inhaled, occurs the primary activation of the central nervous system [25, 85] . Therefore, it is not surprising that the anticonvulsant effect of TOL can also be correlated with trigeminal action. Considering this potent antiepileptic effect, little research was developed in recent decades to assess the trigeminal nerve stimulation in the epilepsy [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] [111] .
These results are in accordance with observations of the involvement of olfactory systems (that includes the trigeminal system) with TLE. Gowers [20] described that the use of strong odor, such as ammonia or amyl nitrite was effective in contention of the seizures.
In quite intriguing and classical studies, Efron [27, 28] demonstrated that not only a specific odorant (jasmin) was able to act as potent anticonvulsant, but imaginary recollection (memory) of that specific odor by the patient also was able to abort seizures. In that direction and context, more than 40 years later, Ebert & Lösher [31] reported that in an experimental model of TLE, amygdala seizures were attenuated (behavioral and EEGraphic), after the previous exposure to TOL (or ammonia), because (in their interpretation) at the time of the electrical stimulation in already kindled animals, the piriform cortex would be "busy" processing TOL, hampering the seizures propagation from the amygdala complex to the piriform cortex. So, clinical and experimental studies [9, 10, 20, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] 43] provide a scientific support for the results obtained in the current study, demonstrating that the olfactory stimulation can influence the process of seizures, interfering, for example, in their behavioral expression. Our current experiments are in fact a replication of Ebert and Loscher [31] studies, but with two additional models, acute and kindled audiogenic seizures in our genetically-developed WAR strain. In the acute protocol, brainstem-dependent seizures are mimicked, while the chronic protocol (AK) mimics temporal lobe seizures, both triggered by high intensity stimulation (120 dB). For a comprehensive recent review on the WAR strain, see Garcia-Cairasco et al. [47] .
Taken together, TOL appears to act as anticonvulsant substance through a combination of factors that potentially includes the following: (1) antagonism of circuits, with TOL exerting its role through activation of opposite networks, the ones associated with olfactory processing and those fundamental to the expression of seizures, (2) pharmacological effect of TOL, and (3) trigeminal nerve stimulation.
In summary, our results showed a clear confirmation of well-known functional anatomical relationship between olfactory system and seizures circuits (particularly involved in TLE). They also showed that the olfactory stimulation with TOL interferes in the behavioral expression of seizures in the WAR strain, blocking or decreasing their severity with strong support of the above mentioned studies.
In that direction, despite of TOL olfactory exposure (A) being a noninvasive strategy, (B) presents anticonvulsant effects (efficacy), and (C) has a good cost-effectiveness, the safety concerning its use prevents its administration, in order to avoid its acute and chronic adverse effects. In the other hand, our results represent new behavioral details of TOL anticonvulsant effect, providing a data platform for the study of epilepsy, which may encourage the search for the mechanisms of action of TOL and other olfactory stimuli, which hopefully will aid in the identification of new alternative epilepsy treatment strategies.
The general goal of our study was to investigate the inhibitory mechanisms of TOL [31] in additional models of epilepsy, acute and chronic audiogenic seizures in the genetically-developed WARs.
Finally, this study demonstrated that the olfactory stimulation can represent an additional alternative in the pool of anticonvulsant therapeutic approaches. It is clear that, much needs to be done to understand the action mechanisms of TOL in seizures control, but this study represents a partial component that will contribute to understanding the efficacy of odors in the behavioral seizure response; and it will add data to the existing literature, with potential translational impact.
Among the limitations of this study, we can include the following: (A) not monitoring of the seizures by video-electroencephalography (video-EEG) and (B) methods to TOL exposure without control of chemical saturation chamber. However, it seems not methodologically viable to add other investigations to this already extensive protocol of behavioral analysis, executed in two modalities of seizures.
The fact that systemic TOL acts as anticonvulsant [32] , for example in the PTZ model (200 mg/kg in mice) does not give support to a possible confounding systemic anticonvulsant effect of TOL in the current setting of acute and chronic audiogenic seizures. In fact, Wood et al. [32] did two sets of experiments. In the first, they pretreated the animals with TOL (i.p.) 30 min before PTZ (200 mg/kg). In the second, the researchers exposed the rats to TOL inhalation (for 2 h before PTZ (110 mg/kg) injections) to different TOL concentrations, to demonstrate that the anticonvulsant effects were not restricted to systemic administration. The results indicated that the pretreatment with injections of TOL increased the latency for convulsive signs and prevented the behavioral tonic extension, in a dose-dependent manner. Additionally, they demonstrated that inhaled TOL delayed the time of death after PTZ injection.
In contrast, in our experiments, animals were exposed to either TOL or SAL, only for 20 or 60 s in both protocols, naïve (tested in the first and only acoustic stimulus) and kindled animals (exposed to 20 acoustic stimuli and tested in the 21st). Thus, because of our experimental design, it is unlikely that in the chosen time window we would observe any potential systemic effect of TOL. Moreover, it is well described in the literature that the olfactory system is the single sensory modality which does not present thalamic relay, with direct central projections (piriform cortex) that are usually driving fast behavioral responses selected to ensure the survival of the animal. Ongoing experiments in our Laboratory with nanotechnology delivery system and immunohistochemistry for Fos protein, a marker of neuronal activation, will surely help us to understand the specific pathways associated with the TOL anticonvulsant effects.
Moreover, considering the complexity of the epilepsy, further efforts are needed to try to understand why could certain odors and, sometimes, the same odor (usually in different concentrations) can both precipitate or arrest seizures [29, 112, 113] , in especial those with origin in the temporal lobe. In that context, preliminary data from our group indicated that 2,5-dihydro-2,4,5-trimethylthiazoline (TMT), a biological relevance odor, "predator odor" reduced both the behavioral and the EEGraphic seizure activities [114, 115] , in amygdala rapid kindling [116] , a model of TLE. With the identification of some of the molecular effects of TOL, various research groups investigated the metabolic and neurochemical changes associated with TOL exposure [76] as also shown in Table 2 . So, a potential link between our current data and those mentioned in Table 2 is the complex neurochemical scenario from classical pharmacological studies indicating that changes in the brain activity and in these neurotransmitter systems give usually important clues for the recognition of targets for antiepileptic drugs [13, [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] .
Conclusions
The olfactory stimulation with TOL prior to acute audiogenic seizures and after AK interfered in the behavioral expression in the WAR strain. We observed a blockade or decrease in acute audiogenic seizures severity (cSI). For AK, the decrease in the severity of brainstem and limbic seizures was documented respectively, by the decrease in the cSI and LI indexes, especially when TOL was presented 20 s before the 21st stimulus. This decrease was confirmed by detailed behavioral assessment (neuroethology) that showed changes such as the exacerbation of exploratory and grooming (self-cleaning) behaviors in the presence of sound, with decrease in the expression of WR behaviors, as well as in the brainstem and in the limbic seizures. These data demonstrate that TOL, a strong olfactory stimulus, has anticonvulsant properties, detected by the decrease of acute and chronic (AK) seizures in WARs. Accordingly, intense olfactory stimulation may represent an additional alternative to anticonvulsant therapy, as it has been clearly shown with amygdala electrical kindling [31] and in clinical studies [27, 28] .
The current study represents the first experimental protocols and dataset associated with the multinational research consortium Epilepsies with External Modification of Ictogenesis (EpExMo). This consortium, with participating groups from nine countries representing three continents, aims to contribute to the knowledge associated with basic mechanisms and clinical features of epilepsies triggered or inhibited by external sensory or cognitive stimuli. These are also known as reflex epilepsies. Besides our group, other international teams are involved in the characterization of clinical features, types of epilepsy, and specifics of the stimulations applied, with the ultimate aim of discovering new and efficient therapeutic approaches.
Furthermore, externally modifiable epilepsies also provide important information on the physiology of seizure generation in the brain.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi. org/10.1016/j.yebeh.2017.12.003.
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